Soviet Russia Crushed Hungary To Block Free Elections

Trans-Oceanic Telephone interview

By J. J, GILBERT
Washington ~ (IJC) — Soviet Russia bru>
tally crushed Hungary's heroic bid for freedom
because it was certain that, left alone, the
satellite country would have yoted out com9
munism in * free election. This would have
been the first instance of such humiliation for
the Beds among the satellites, and it was worth
Copyright, 1 9 5 6 , ' b y N.C.W.C. N e w s Service
almost any price to the JKremlin to stop it.
That is a belief widely held here. It is also
Cardinal Mindszenty is in fairly good health, despite eight years, of Communist
imprisonment, the Hungarian Primate revealed during h i s brief return to his residence thought that the liberation of Cardinal Mindsin Budapest. The Cardinal, w h o took refuge in t h e U.S. Legation in Budapest w h e n the zenty, Primate of Hungary, and his triumphal

Cardinal Mindszenty TalMd ToV.S.
Before Russians Return To Budapest

entrance into Budapest, convinced Moscow that
communism could not possibly win if an un*
fettered ballot were permitted.
Once determined that it would, go all out to
crush Hungary's fight for freedom, Moscow
presumably hastened to take advantage of the
suddenly arisen crisis in the Middle East which
diverted some of the world's attention from
Hungary.
It was never thought here that Soviet Russia intended to write off Hungary as a loss, to
the communist empire. From the start, it was

advised that on* wait and *— what develop**,
There seems no doubt that Soviet .Russia
has suffered a severe propaganda setback M a
result of its slaughter of Hunfarianey -many
of them mere youths, seeking freedom. Aa wis
pointed out, many of those slain belonged to a
generation which has known nothing; but communism, and they rejected it.
But, having risked thjs bad opinion of people round the world, Moscow may well decide
to go much further in its repression of satellites.
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versation when he felt he needed to "spare ray voice."
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big in the United States. He is
Father Francis . . . He has requested that his family name be
kept secret lest its revelation
prove harmful to friends and
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